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When did exams as we know them start? Often, we tend to think of the genesis of
modern testing as being the use of multiple-choice questions by the U.S. Army during the
First World War. There were exams of various kinds in Europe for hundreds of years
before then; but exams were invented in China over 1000 years ago. And I’ve recently
read a fascinating book which shows that many of the challenges we have with exams
today were encountered in China centuries ago.
The book “China’s Examination Hell” describes the Civil
Service Examinations of Imperial China. It was written by
Ichisada Miyazaki, a Japanese professor, in the 1960s,
translated into English in the 1970s and here is some
information about this assessment classic.

The Civil Service Examinations in China were used to select
Imperial civil servants ranging from magistrates to senior
government officials over a millennium or more.
Exams were one of the engines of Imperial China. In theory,
and sometimes in practice, they ensured that the best people rose to become Imperial
servants, that anyone (or at least anyone male!) could rise to the highest positions and that
hereditary cliques found it difficult to cling to power. The book argues that the exam
system contributed to a peaceful society and civilian control of the military that allowed a
very long period of stability in the country – with much less violent war and struggle than
other parts of the world.
For a modern reader, this book provides an insight into the social dynamics of Imperial
China, a very different world. For those interested in assessment, the book reminds us
that some assessment challenges have a very long history.
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The book is quite slim, at 144 pages including a glossary and bibliography and so is easily
accessible. There are chapters covering the different kinds of examinations – district,
provincial, metropolitan, palace and so on, and a wealth of information about the Chinese
exam systems.
Chinese exams required rote learning and memorization of a substantial amount of
classical literature and the ability to write learned essays on them. Exams were taken in en
masse, with 100s of candidates – the picture on the book cover shows cells in which
candidates did their exams.
Many of the test security challenges we face in modern exams were encountered in China,
for example:
•

Publishers produced “model answers” for essays, which were frequently banned by
the authorities but because they were profitable and in demand, continued to be
published surreptitiously.

•

The exams were long (several hours or more) and leaving one’s seat was
discouraged and doing so more than once, forbidden. Most candidates brought a
pot to relieve themselves during the exam.

•

Names on exam papers were hidden with only seat numbers used to avoid
favoritism by the examiners.

•

Candidates for the more important exams were searched by soldiers who received
a bounty of three ounces of silver if they found any paper with writing on belong to
the candidate, so searches were thorough.

•

There were many measures to prevent people exchanging papers or getting
someone else to take an exam for them. For example, in some cases, before being
awarded a good result, a candidate had to write a new, short passage so that their
writing could be compared to earlier papers.

•

But in some exams, to avoid the risk that a grader might recognize the calligraphy
style on papers, exam papers were copied by scribes and the graders looked at the
copies and not the originals.

•

Notwithstanding all the measures, there were cases of examiners being bribed to
adjust the results, and penalties for those caught were severe, including in some
cases the death penalty.
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Reading the book, one certainly gets the impression that today’s discussions on content
theft and attempts to bypass test integrity have a long history. Unfortunately, several of
the above measures are familiar to the exam world today. There may well be some things
to learn from China’s example.
Why “examination hell”? Well, I think it’s that the journey of a candidate was long and
painful. Learning the classics started when boys were three years old, and for many
attempting the exams was their life’s work and often not fulfilling. Essay grading was
subjective and however brilliant you were, you might not receive high marks. For every
successful candidate who got high position, there were many who slogged away taking
exams year after year without success or value. Ratios of success varied by era, but it was
not uncommon for only one in 50 or one in 100 to succeed, with most candidates facing a
life of study and failure.

In a time where we are evaluating how assessments and exams can contribute to a better
world, the book may be more than a historical curiosity. It’s interesting to see how exams
in China contributed to peace.
To quote Miyazaki:
“It is very easy to employ the standards of the present to criticize an institution that has
already receded into the mists of history, but to do so would be to distort its significance.
… through the examination system, the central government of China greatly favoured
literary studies and advanced civilians to important posts, while keeping subordinate to
them the military officers.”
And he goes on to compare China to Europe, both similar geographical sizes. In Europe for
several hundred years, there was as Miyazaki puts it “a war somewhere or other almost every
year”. Whereas in China, there were hardly any military coups and very few wars. He
suggests that the exams system, by keeping civilians and intellectuals in command, with
the military subservient to civilians, may have been a key enabler for peace.
View more book reviews at questionmark.com/questionmark-book-review-series/
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